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ABSTRACT

Adenosine triphosphate-dependent chromatin re-
modeling machines play a central role in gene reg-
ulation by manipulating chromatin structure. Most
genes have a nucleosome-depleted region at the
promoter and an array of regularly spaced nucleo-
somes phased relative to the transcription start site.
In vitro, the three known yeast nucleosome spac-
ing enzymes (CHD1, ISW1 and ISW2) form arrays
with different spacing. We used genome-wide nu-
cleosome sequencing to determine whether these
enzymes space nucleosomes differently in vivo. We
find that CHD1 and ISW1 compete to set the spac-
ing on most genes, such that CHD1 dominates genes
with shorter spacing and ISW1 dominates genes with
longer spacing. In contrast, ISW2 plays a minor role,
limited to transcriptionally inactive genes. Heavily
transcribed genes show weak phasing and extreme
spacing, either very short or very long, and are de-
pleted of linker histone (H1). Genes with longer spac-
ing are enriched in H1, which directs chromatin fold-
ing. We propose that CHD1 directs short spacing,
resulting in eviction of H1 and chromatin unfolding,
whereas ISW1 directs longer spacing, allowing H1 to
bind and condense the chromatin. Thus, competition
between the two remodelers to set the spacing on
each gene may result in a highly dynamic chromatin
structure.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most challenging puzzles in eukaryotic cell bi-
ology is to understand how DNA is packaged into chro-
matin, satisfying the topological constraints imposed by the
nucleus, and at the same time remaining accessible for reg-

ulatory proteins to locate their target sequences. The ba-
sic structural unit of chromatin is the nucleosome, which is
composed of a histone octamer containing two molecules
each of the core histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, around
which 147 bp of DNA is wrapped in ∼1.7 turns (1). The nu-
cleosome constitutes a barrier to transcription, replication,
recombination and repair, which can be circumvented by
chromatin remodeling complexes (2). They use the free en-
ergy obtained from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydroly-
sis to assemble, eject, slide or re-structure nucleosomes (3–
5). Remodelers are well-conserved from yeast to human.
Mutations in subunits of human remodeling complexes oc-
cur at high frequency in many cancers (4) and are associated
with developmental abnormalities (6).

Genome-wide nucleosome maps for budding yeast reveal
that most genes have a nucleosome-depleted region (NDR)
at their promoters (7–10) and that nucleosomes are regu-
larly spaced and phased relative to the transcription start
site (TSS), usually located just inside the first (+1) nucle-
osome. Various chromatin remodeling complexes cooper-
ate to organize nucleosomes on genes. RSC, a SWI/SNF-
related complex, is involved in setting the size of the NDR
(11–13). In vitro, RSC and SWI/SNF can eject, mobilize
or remodel nucleosomes, but they do not have spacing ac-
tivity (14–16). Nucleosome spacing and phasing relative to
the TSS require the ISW1 and CHD1 chromatin remodel-
ing enzymes; a third spacing enzyme, ISW2, contributes lit-
tle to global phasing (17). Phasing is weaker in the absence
of CHD1 or ISW1 but dramatically worse in the double mu-
tant (17), suggesting that they might have redundant func-
tions. However, CHD1, ISW1 and ISW2 space nucleosomes
differently in vitro, forming nucleosomal arrays with spac-
ings of ∼160, ∼175 and ∼200 bp, respectively (18–25).

Here we propose that the observed global nucleosome
spacing in yeast of ∼165 bp actually represents an aver-
age of nucleosomal arrays of different spacing, specified pri-
marily by CHD1 and ISW1. We hypothesize that genes re-
modeled by CHD1 have short spacing, those remodeled by
ISW1 have longer spacing and genes remodeled by ISW2
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have the longest spacing (Figure 1A). It follows that genes
affected by more than one spacing enzyme may display in-
termediate spacing, resulting from competition between the
enzymes. We provide evidence in support of this hypoth-
esis by sequencing nucleosomal DNA from isw1Δ, chd1Δ
and isw2Δ mutants (MNase-seq). We show that CHD1 and
ISW1 compete to set the spacing on most genes. We con-
firm that transcription is associated with short spacing (26),
but we also find that some heavily transcribed genes have
extremely long spacing. In higher eukaryotes, longer nucle-
osome spacing is associated with the binding of linker his-
tone (H1) and transcriptional repression through chromatin
compaction (27–30). We show that H1 binding increases
with nucleosome spacing, suggesting that genes with shorter
spacing may be less condensed than genes with longer spac-
ing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Nucleosome sequencing and Pol II ChIP-seq

Yeast strains are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Wild-
type and null mutants were grown to mid-log phase in syn-
thetic complete medium containing 2% glucose. MNase-seq
experiments were performed as described (31) except that
Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman-Coulter A63880)
were used to purify adapter-ligated DNA samples and poly-
merase chain reaction products. Paired-end sequencing of
chromatin immunoprecipitates (PESCI) was performed as
described (32), but with some modifications (see Supple-
mentary Methods).

Bioinformatic analysis

Paired-end reads (50 nt each) were aligned against the
UCSC SacCer3 genome assembly using Bowtie 2 (33). After
alignment of each pair of reads to the yeast genome, we ob-
tained the length distributions for each sample. In all cases,
there was a major peak at ∼150 bp, as expected (34,35).
The data are summarized in Supplementary Table S3. Data
analysis was performed in MATLAB using the Bioinfor-
matics toolbox. Heat maps were smoothed with a 2D Gaus-
sian filter (σ = 3). Raw coverage profiles were generated us-
ing BEDTools utilities (36) and viewed in IGV (37). For fur-
ther analysis, nucleosome sequences in the range 120–160
bp were selected, and the locations of their dyads were in-
ferred by calculating the midpoint coordinate. Sequencing
depths were adjusted to the common value of 1 read per bp.
Average profiles were smoothed using a moving average fil-
ter with a span of 21 bp. Transcript end coordinates were
obtained from (38). The nucleosome spacing algorithm is
described in Supplementary Methods.

RESULTS

To investigate whether the CHD1, ISW1 and ISW2 remod-
elers space nucleosomes differently in vivo, we constructed a
set of eight isogenic yeast strains, corresponding to all possi-
ble combinations of the chd1Δ, isw1Δ and isw2Δ mutations
(Supplementary Table S1). We mapped nucleosomes in all
of these strains by MNase-seq, using paired-end sequencing
to obtain the length of each DNA fragment, which provides

more accurate nucleosome positions than single-read data
(31).

ISW1 forms arrays with longer spacing than CHD1 in vivo

We examined global nucleosome spacing by analyzing nu-
cleosome positioning relative to the midpoint of the +1 nu-
cleosome in wild-type cells for ∼5000 yeast genes. We ob-
served that nucleosome phasing is improved if the genes are
aligned on the +1 nucleosome instead of the TSS, although
our conclusions hold if the TSS is used instead (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). As expected, wild-type cells showed a deep
trough at the NDR with strong nucleosome phasing on cod-
ing regions (Figure 1B). We define nucleosome phasing as
the degree of order of the nucleosomal array beginning with
the +1 nucleosome, as measured by the amplitudes of the
nucleosome peaks. Thus, a perfectly ordered array would
have extreme peak amplitudes, whereas a completely un-
phased array would show no oscillations at all (a flat line).
Phasing is very strong in wild-type cells, but not perfect, be-
cause the peaks have width and the troughs do not reach
zero (Figure 1B). We define nucleosome spacing as the av-
erage distance between the nucleosome peaks, which we cal-
culated by linear regression analysis using the peak values
for the +1 to +5 nucleosomes (13). Consistent with previ-
ous observations (9,13,17,39), the global average spacing in
wild-type cells is 166 bp with a standard deviation of 0 bp,
based on the average values from two biological replicate
experiments (n = 2) (Supplementary Table S2).

Both isw1Δ and chd1Δ cells show weaker nucleosome
phasing than wild-type, indicated by broader peaks with re-
duced amplitude, and the isw1Δ chd1Δ double mutant has
much worse phasing than either single mutant (Figure 1B).
In contrast, isw2Δ cells do not show any obvious changes in
global chromatin organization and the isw1Δ isw2Δ chd1Δ
triple mutant is almost identical to the isw1Δ chd1Δ dou-
ble mutant (Figure 1B). We quantified the degree of phas-
ing using our simple mathematical description of the phas-
ing barrier model (13). The distance between neighboring
nucleosomes is fitted to a Gaussian distribution, where the
mean indicates the average inter-nucleosome distance (spac-
ing) and the standard deviation (σ ) indicates the variabil-
ity in the position of the next nucleosome, which is equiva-
lent to the degree of phasing (Supplementary Figure S2A).
Thus, high and narrow peaks indicate strong phasing, char-
acterized by low values of σ . Wild-type and isw2Δ cells have
the best phasing (σ = 16.0 and 14.4 for the two wild-type bi-
ological replicate experiments; σ = 15.3 and 16.1 for isw2Δ
cells). Phasing is weaker in isw1Δ cells (σ = 18.9 and 18.4)
and chd1Δ cells (σ = 20.2 and 19.5) and very weak in the
isw1Δ chd1Δ double mutant (σ = 27.5 and 28.1) (Supple-
mentary Figure S2A).

Overall, our data are consistent with the general conclu-
sion of Gkikopoulos et al. (17), that ISW1 and CHD1 are
the primary determinants of global nucleosome spacing and
phasing, whereas ISW2 is unimportant at the global level.
However, we also observed that the global average nucle-
osome spacing is reduced by 7 bp in isw1Δ cells, to 159
+/−1 bp (n = 2) (Supplementary Table S2). The location of
the +1 nucleosome is unchanged, but the peaks correspond-
ing to the downstream nucleosomes are shifted toward the
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Figure 1. ISW1 forms arrays with longer spacing than CHD1 in vivo. (A) CHD1, ISW1 and ISW2 form nucleosome arrays with different average spacing
in vitro (18,20). We propose that different genes will have different nucleosome spacing, depending on which of the three spacing enzymes act on the
gene. If more than one spacing enzyme acts on a particular gene, an intermediate spacing is predicted. NDR: nucleosome-depleted region (promoter). (B)
Nucleosome phasing profiles for all genes aligned on the dyad of the +1 nucleosome in wild-type cells. Phasing plots for isogenic strains corresponding to
all combinations of the chd1Δ, isw1Δ and isw2Δ mutations. The sequencing depths for all datasets were adjusted to 1 read per bp. Wild-type is shown as
a gray background in all panels.

NDR (Figure 1B). This spacing change was not observed
by others (17) probably because of the uncertainty in dyad
positions associated with single-end sequencing data, for
which assumptions must be made about nucleosomal DNA
length to estimate the dyad location. The reduced spacing
in isw1Δ cells accounts for the previous observation that, in
isw1Δ cells, nucleosomes far from the promoter shift more
than those near the promoter (40,41). This effect is due to
the increasingly large shifts in position of nucleosomes far-
ther away from the promoter: the +1 nucleosome remains
in place in isw1Δ cells, but the +2 nucleosome shifts up-
stream by ∼7 bp and the +3 nucleosome by ∼14 bp, etc.
The same reduced spacing is observed in the isw1Δ isw2Δ
double mutant (159 +/−1 bp; n = 2) (Figure 1B), consis-
tent with the absence of a global contribution from ISW2.
The phasing is too weak to ascertain whether there is re-
duced spacing in the isw1Δ chd1Δ double mutant or the
triple mutant, although the positioning of the +1 nucleo-
some remains strong in both mutants.

The fact that ISW2 plays no role in global spacing sim-
plifies the predictions of our hypothesis: nucleosome spac-
ing in isw1Δ cells is primarily due to CHD1 and, in chd1Δ
cells, it is primarily due to ISW1. We predict that nucleo-
some spacing should decrease in the absence of ISW1 and
increase in the absence of CHD1. The shorter average spac-
ing observed in isw1Δ cells is consistent with both predic-
tions: in the absence of ISW1, the spacing decreases to 159
bp, indicating that ISW1 is required for the longer spacing
observed in wild-type cells, and the short spacing in isw1Δ
cells can be attributed to CHD1, given that it is the only
remaining major spacing enzyme in isw1Δ cells. However,
the fact that the average spacing in chd1Δ cells is almost
the same as in wild-type cells (Supplementary Table S2) is
inconsistent with the simplest version of our hypothesis,
because we predict that it should be longer than in wild-
type cells. The weaker phasing observed in both chd1Δ and
isw1Δ cells is potentially informative: it can be explained
by altered spacing on subsets of genes in the mutants, be-
cause averaging the various phasing patterns would result
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in broader and weaker peaks. Accordingly, we addressed the
possibility that subsets of genes have different average spac-
ing.

ISW1 and CHD1 compete to set nucleosome spacing on most
genes

We developed an algorithm to estimate the nucleosome
spacing on each gene (Supplementary Figure S3). Heat
maps were constructed in which genes were sorted ac-
cording to their average spacing in wild-type cells. A wide
range of spacing is observed in wild-type cells, ranging from
closely packed nucleosomes with no linker DNA (∼145 bp)
to very long spacing (>190 bp) (Figure 2A). The small
groups of genes with extreme spacing, located at the top
and bottom of each heat map, have much less ordered ar-
rays than the large majority of genes. The isw1Δ mutant is
similar to wild-type but the nucleosomes are generally less
well phased, especially the more distal nucleosomes (Fig-
ure 2A), as expected from the global average profile (Figure
1B). The chd1Δ heat map shows a similarly wide range in
spacing, but the genes with extreme short spacing are very
poorly phased relative to wild-type and isw1Δ cells, sug-
gesting that these genes are strongly dependent on CHD1
(Figure 2A). Phasing is much more disrupted in the isw1Δ
chd1Δ double mutant (Figure 2A) and in the triple mutant
(Supplementary Figure S4).

We compared the variation in spacing in wild-type cells
with that in the mutants by plotting histograms of the per-
centage of genes with a given average spacing (Figure 2B).
Wild-type cells show a roughly symmetrical spacing distri-
bution, with 77% of the genes having a spacing between 155
and 180 bp. The peak is at 167 bp, as expected from the
global average. In isw1Δ cells, the spacing distribution is
broader and the peak shifts to 158/159 bp, as expected from
the global average. About 35% of genes have spacing similar
to wild-type, indicating that their spacing is independent of
ISW1; these genes may be affected by the residual phasing
discussed above. The broader spacing range also accounts
for the weaker phasing in isw1Δ cells, which is due to the
averaging of the phasing patterns from genes with short-
ened spacing and those that are less affected. The genes with
the longest spacing have the weakest phasing in isw1Δ cells
(Supplementary Figure S2B). Thus, most genes in isw1Δ
cells have shorter spacing than in wild-type, indicating that
formation of arrays with normal spacing on these genes de-
pends on ISW1. We infer that CHD1 is required to form
the arrays with short spacing, given that it is the only other
major spacing enzyme. Thus, ISW1 is associated with the
formation of arrays with longer spacing than CHD1; they
both act on most genes, competing to set the spacing.

The spacing distribution in chd1Δ cells is somewhat
broader and flatter than in wild-type cells, accounting for
the weaker phasing (Figure 2B), which is weakest on genes
with extreme spacing (Supplementary Figure S2B). How-
ever, there is a slight shift to shorter spacing instead of the
predicted shift to longer spacing. The relatively small ef-
fect of removing CHD1 suggests that it plays only a sub-
sidiary role. If this is true, the isw1Δ chd1Δ double mutant
should resemble the isw1Δ mutant, but they are very differ-
ent. Spacing is heavily compromised in the double mutant,

which shows a flattened distribution with no clear peaks,
a much wider variation in average spacing on individual
genes, more irregular spacing (Figure 2) and generally much
weaker phasing (Supplementary Figure S2B). These obser-
vations can be explained if ISW1 function is partly depen-
dent on CHD1, resulting in weakened phasing and spac-
ing by ISW1 in chd1Δ cells. That is, ISW1 may create more
regular (better phased) arrays if the nucleosomes are first
spaced by CHD1.

Heavily transcribed genes have extreme nucleosome spacing

Genes with very short spacing also have poor phasing,
particularly in chd1Δ cells (Figure 2A). Since heavy tran-
scription is associated with disrupted chromatin and short
spacing (26,32,34,39,42–44), we tested the relationship be-
tween nucleosome spacing and transcription. We performed
ChIP-seq for the Rpb3 subunit of RNA polymerase II (Pol
II) in wild-type cells, the three single mutants and the isw1Δ
chd1Δ double mutant. The gene expression patterns of the
isw1�, chd1� and isw2� single mutants are very similar
to wild-type (Spearman’s rank correlation, R > 0.9); very
few genes showed changes >2-fold relative to wild-type,
although small differences could be important to the cell
(Supplementary Figure S5). Even the isw1� chd1� double
mutant, which shows very poor global phasing, is not very
different from wild-type (R = 0.91) (Supplementary Figure
S5). The absence of major changes in gene expression pat-
terns in these mutants is consistent with earlier work (17).
We also note that Pol II density on genes encoding the sub-
units of all three remodeling enzymes is almost unaffected
in the single mutants, indicating that loss of ISW1, CHD1
or ISW2 activity does not alter transcription of the genes
encoding the other remodelers (Supplementary Figure S6).

We analyzed the distribution of Pol II as a function of
nucleosome spacing in wild-type cells using Pol II density
heat maps in which genes were sorted from short to long
spacing. A bimodal distribution of Pol II is apparent, indi-
cating that genes with extreme spacing are the most heavily
transcribed (Figure 3A). To illustrate this observation more
quantitatively and to compare the mutants, we grouped the
genes in 10 bp bins according to their average spacing in
wild-type cells and calculated the average Pol II density for
each group. This analysis confirms that heavily transcribed
genes have extreme spacing in wild-type cells and shows that
the same is true for all of the mutants (Figure 3B). The large
majority of genes in the normal range of spacing are much
less transcribed. Thus, rather surprisingly, heavy transcrip-
tion is associated with very long spacing as well as very short
spacing. The difference between these two classes of heavily
transcribed genes may be due to CHD1, which is important
for phasing on the genes with very short spacing, but not
for those with very long spacing (Figure 2A).

ISW2 contributes to phasing and longer spacing on inactive
genes

Most of the less active genes have spacings in the 160–180
bp range (Figure 3B). To determine whether there is a link
between low activity and spacing, we identified the 500 least
active genes in wild-type cells and subjected them to phasing
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Figure 2. ISW1 and CHD1 compete to set nucleosome spacing on most genes. (A) Heat map analysis of all genes showing nucleosome dyad distributions,
aligned on the +1 nucleosome dyad. Each row represents a gene. Genes are sorted in order of increasing average spacing in wild-type cells, from top to
bottom. The color scale represents nucleosomal dyad density (red: high; blue: low dyad density). Equivalent heat maps for the isw2Δ strains are shown
in Supplementary Figure S4. (B) Altered nucleosome spacing distributions in the mutants. Histograms of the percentage of genes having a given average
spacing (1-bp bins). Data from two biological replicates are shown, indicated by blue and yellow bars; overlap is indicated by green bars.

analysis (Figure 4A). In wild-type cells, the least active genes
show excellent phasing with similar spacing to the average
(168 +/− 0 bp; n = 2) and, as for all genes, ISW2 has no
effect. Phasing on the inactive genes is only slightly weaker
in chd1� cells, suggesting that CHD1 is less important for
spacing on inactive genes. In isw1Δ cells, the inactive genes
show weaker phasing but they show no change in spacing,
unlike the global average (compare Figure 4A with Figure
1B). The fact that the spacing does not shorten on inactive
genes in isw1Δ cells is consistent with a relatively minor role
for CHD1 on inactive genes.

Although phasing in the isw1Δ chd1Δ double mutant is
obviously worse than in either single mutant, it is still much
better than the global average (compare with Figure 1B)
and the spacing can be estimated at 176 +/− 0 bp (n = 2),
which is ∼8 bp longer than for the inactive genes in wild-
type cells (Figure 4A). This observation suggests that an
additional spacing enzyme, which places nucleosomes far-
ther apart, is contributing to phasing on inactive genes. A
comparison of phasing on the inactive genes in the isw1�

chd1� double mutant and the isw1� isw2� chd1� triple
mutant suggests that ISW2 is involved. Phasing on the in-
active genes in the triple mutant is weaker than in the double
mutant (Figure 4A). This suggests that ISW2 phases nucle-
osomes with a spacing of 176 bp, which is longer than av-
erage, but much shorter than the spacing of ∼200 bp ob-
served in vitro. A minor role for ISW2 is also suggested by
the isw1Δ isw2Δ and isw2Δ chd1Δ double mutants, which
show slightly weaker phasing than the isw1Δ and chd1Δ sin-
gle mutants. Furthermore, the +1 nucleosome shows a small
downstream shift of ∼5–15 bp in all isw2Δ mutants except
the single mutant. Thus, ISW2 contributes to phasing on in-
active genes, but its effects are masked by ISW1 and CHD1
in wild-type cells.

For comparison, we present the equivalent analysis for
the 500 most active genes in wild-type cells (Figure 4B).
In wild-type cells, active genes have much weaker phasing
and shorter spacing than the average (162 +/− 0 bp; n =
2). However, the fact that some active genes have very long
spacing implies that the weak phasing is partly due to aver-
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Figure 3. Heavily transcribed genes have extreme nucleosome spacing. Bimodal distribution of Pol II on genes as a function of nucleosome spacing. (A)
Heat map analysis of all genes showing the distribution of Pol II as a function of nucleosome spacing, aligned on the +1 nucleosome dyad. Each row
represents a gene. Genes are sorted in order of increasing average spacing in wild-type cells, from top to bottom. The color scale represents Pol II density
(red: high; blue: low dyad density). (B) Relative Pol II occupancy on gene bodies as a function of nucleosome spacing in wild-type cells. All plots represent
normalized IP/input data for the Rpb3 subunit of Pol II. Shaded areas indicate the distribution of points from two biological replicate experiments. Gray
histogram indicates the wild-type spacing distribution (from Figure 2B).

aging of the phasing patterns from active genes with short
and long spacing; the spacing is therefore the weighted av-
erage of the two populations. The most active genes show
weaker phasing in chd1Δ cells, but no change in isw1Δ or
isw2Δ cells. Furthermore, the active genes have extremely
weak phasing in the isw1� chd1� double mutant, indicat-
ing that both CHD1 and ISW1 play a major role in orga-
nizing the chromatin of active genes.

Linker histone binding correlates with longer nucleosome
spacing and reduced transcription

Noting the association of long spacing with H1 in higher
eukaryotes, we determined how H1 distribution varies with
nucleosome spacing, using ChIP-exo data reported by oth-
ers (45). H1 binding is phased relative to the TSS but the
H1 peaks are located over the linkers between nucleosomes
rather than being coincident with them (45), suggesting that
the majority of formaldehyde-induced cross-links between
H1 and DNA involve the C-terminal tail domain of H1,
which binds to the linker DNA, rather than the globular
domain, which interacts with the nucleosome core (30). We

constructed a heat map to determine how H1 distribution
varies with nucleosome spacing in wild-type cells (Figure
5A). We observed the expected H1 phasing, with peaks lo-
cated over the linkers on all genes except those with ex-
tremely short or extremely long spacing (top and bottom
of the heat map), indicating that heavily transcribed genes
have low H1 levels. Furthermore, genes with shorter spac-
ing have weaker H1 phasing than genes with longer spac-
ing (Figure 5A). H1 occupancy increases with nucleosome
spacing up to 170 bp and then decreases (Figure 5B). The
low points on the curve are the genes with extreme spacing,
consistent with their high transcriptional activity. However,
this calculation does not take into account that H1 binds
to nucleosomes and that nucleosome density decreases with
spacing. When the H1 occupancy is normalized per nucleo-
some, rather than per base pair, the H1 level increases with
spacing until it reaches a plateau at 170–180 bp. We con-
clude that genes with longer spacing bind more H1.
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Figure 4. ISW2 contributes to phasing and longer spacing on inactive genes. (A) Nucleosome phasing profiles for all genes aligned on the +1 nucleosome
dyad for the 500 least active genes, based on Pol II (Rpb3) occupancy on gene bodies in wild-type cells. Phasing plots for isogenic strains corresponding to
all combinations of the chd1Δ, isw1Δ and isw2Δ mutations. The sequencing depths for all datasets were adjusted to 1 read per bp. Wild-type is shown as
a gray background in all panels. (B) Equivalent plots for the 500 most active genes.

DISCUSSION

Competition between ISW1 and CHD1 determines nucleo-
some spacing on most genes

We proposed that the three spacing enzymes identified in
yeast are not functionally redundant but instead direct the
formation of nucleosome arrays with different spacing, as
observed with the purified remodelers in vitro (18,20–22).
Thus, the spacing on a particular gene depends on which of
the three enzymes act on it. We found that CHD1 and ISW1

determine the spacing on most genes, whereas ISW2 affects
only the most transcriptionally inactive genes. Although in
vitro studies indicated that CHD1, ISW1 and ISW2 should
give spacings of ∼160, ∼175 and ∼200 bp, only CHD1 gave
the expected spacing in vivo (159 bp). Nevertheless, the spac-
ings observed in vivo are in the expected order (CHD1 <
ISW1 < ISW2).

The flat spacing distribution in the isw1Δ chd1Δ double
mutant confirms that ISW1 and CHD1 are the major spac-
ing enzymes at the global level (17). The residual phasing
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Figure 5. Linker histone binding correlates with longer nucleosome spacing. (A) Heat map analysis of all genes showing the distribution of H1 as a
function of nucleosome spacing, aligned on the +1 nucleosome. Each row represents a gene. Genes are sorted in order of increasing average spacing in
wild-type cells, from top to bottom. The color scale represents H1 density (red: high; blue: low dyad density). H1 ChIP-exo data are derived from (45). (B)
H1 occupancy on gene bodies relative to the genome-wide average as a function of nucleosome spacing in wild-type cells: ChIP-exo data for H1 normalized
to the average occupancy per bp (blue line) or per nucleosome (red line).

in the double and triple mutants might indicate a contri-
bution from another, relatively minor, spacing enzyme, per-
haps INO80 (46) or it might represent positioning signals in
the DNA sequence, or close-packing of nucleosomes (47).
Competition between CHD1 and ISW1 should result in
short spacing specified by CHD1 in isw1Δ cells and longer
spacing specified by ISW1 in chd1Δ cells. The decreased av-
erage spacing in isw1Δ cells indicates that ISW1 promotes
the formation of arrays with wild-type spacing and that
CHD1 directs the formation of arrays with short spacing.
The large shift in the spacing distribution indicates that
most genes are targets of both ISW1 and CHD1. These ob-
servations indicate that a competition occurs between ISW1
and CHD1 to set the spacing on the majority of yeast genes.
Although the spacing in chd1Δ cells is longer than in isw1Δ
cells, it is not longer than in wild-type cells and the phas-
ing is weaker. To explain this observation, we suggest that
ISW1 activity is partially dependent on CHD1, such that
CHD1 must space the nucleosomes before ISW1 can create
the fully phased arrays present in wild-type cells.

In summary, we propose that CHD1 builds short-spaced
nucleosomal arrays and that ISW1 converts these arrays to
longer spacing (Figure 6). Consequently, removal of ISW1
reveals the short-spaced arrays due to CHD1, whereas re-
moval of CHD1 reveals relatively poorly phased arrays with
approximately wild-type spacing due to impaired ISW1 ac-
tivity. In wild-type cells, ISW1 dominates the competition
with CHD1 on most genes. We are probably observing a
cell population average in which each gene has short spacing
specified by CHD1 in some cells and longer spacing speci-
fied by ISW1 in the other cells. Nucleosome spacing on each
gene may be dynamic as it is targeted by one remodeler and
then the other, such that the +1 nucleosome remains in po-
sition while the downstream nucleosomes are shunted back
and forth.

Figure 6. Roles of the CHD1, ISW1 and ISW2 nucleosome spacing en-
zymes in chromatin organization. We propose that CHD1 and ISW1 com-
pete to determine the spacing on most genes. Genes dominated by ISW1
have longer spacing resulting in linkers long enough to bind H1 (blue
circles) with high affinity, resulting in more condensed chromatin. Genes
dominated by CHD1 have short spacing, with linkers too short for H1
binding. Competition between CHD1 and ISW1 occurs on most genes,
resulting in intermediate spacing, possibly creating a highly dynamic chro-
matin structure. The most inactive genes are also affected by ISW2, re-
sulting in slightly longer spacing. Heavily transcribed genes have very dis-
rupted chromatin, including gaps created by loss of some nucleosomes and
sub-nucleosomes (darker cylinders) resulting from displacement of H2A-
H2B dimers, resulting in extreme spacing.

A minor role for ISW2 on inactive genes

ISW2 plays only a minor role in nucleosome spacing, con-
tributing to phasing and longer spacing only on the least ac-
tive genes. The observed spacing on these genes in the isw1Δ
chd1Δ double mutant is longer than average (∼176 bp), but
not as long as predicted by in vitro experiments (∼200 bp)
(18). Unlike CHD1 and ISW1, ISW2 has a role in setting
the position of the +1 nucleosome at its target genes (48),
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which our data suggest are the most inactive genes. The
small ISW2-dependent shift in the +1 nucleosome is in the
opposite direction to that observed in RSC-depleted cells
(11–13) and suggests that RSC and ISW2 might act antag-
onistically at inactive genes. It should be noted that we have
tested only one growth condition (log phase growth in syn-
thetic complete medium) and it is conceivable that the rela-
tive contributions of the three spacing enzymes may be quite
different in other conditions.

Heavily transcribed genes and extreme spacing

Heavily transcribed genes have a wider NDR, decreased nu-
cleosome occupancy and disrupted phasing on gene bodies
(26,32,34,39,42–44). We find that active genes have extreme
spacing, either very short or very long, and that only the
short-spaced genes have CHD1-dependent phasing, consis-
tent with the observation that CHD1 interacts with tran-
script elongation factors at transcribed genes (49). Why ac-
tive genes have extreme spacing is unclear. Longer spacing
would reduce the number of nucleosomes that have to be
negotiated by Pol II; short spacing would be expected to ag-
gravate the problem. The answer may lie in the reduced nu-
cleosome occupancy observed on active genes (34), which
reflects some transcription-associated loss of nucleosomes
and, more often, loss of H2A-H2B dimers resulting in sub-
nucleosomes (32,45,50). Thus, arrays missing the occasional
nucleosome or containing some sub-nucleosomes in place
of nucleosomes, resulting in a lower average nucleosome oc-
cupancy, could have a short average spacing and still be eas-
ier to transcribe (Figure 6).

Our data are consistent with a model in which ISW1 and
CHD1 restore the nucleosomal array after its disruption
by passage of Pol II, reducing histone exchange and cryp-
tic initiation on gene bodies (51,52). On moderately active
genes, they are able to re-organize the chromatin before a
second round of transcription and therefore the chromatin
remains well-organized despite the disruptive events asso-
ciated with transcription. However, on highly active genes,
repeated passages by Pol II may occur too rapidly for ISW1
and CHD1 to maintain the ordered chromatin structure,
even though ISW1 and CHD1 densities appear to be higher
on active genes (17,53,54).

Short spacing directed by CHD1 may exclude linker histone
in vivo

Although H1 content and nucleosome spacing are corre-
lated in vitro (20,27) and in vivo (28,55), loss of H1 does not
have a global effect on spacing in yeast (47,56). This obser-
vation suggests that H1 does not determine spacing in yeast,
although it is expressed at levels far below one molecule per
nucleosome (57) and its precise function is unclear (58). In
higher organisms, H1 binds to the nucleosome at the DNA
entry/exit points and to the linker DNA between nucleo-
somes, driving chromatin condensation (59). It seems likely
that yeast H1 fulfills a similar role, because H1 binding cor-
relates with longer spacing and low transcriptional activ-
ity, perhaps facilitating chromatin condensation and repres-
sion. H1 binding may be reduced in short-spaced chromatin
because the linker DNA is too short for high affinity bind-
ing (59).

We observed that genes with short spacing, determined
primarily by CHD1, bind less H1 than genes with longer
spacing, determined primarily by ISW1. We propose that
CHD1 directs short spacing and evicts H1, resulting in par-
tial unfolding of the chromatin fibre, whereas ISW1 directs
longer spacing, allowing H1 to bind and the chromatin fibre
to re-fold (Figure 6). Thus, a dynamic competition between
ISW1 and CHD1 may control chromatin folding by regulat-
ing H1 binding. Supporting evidence for this model is pro-
vided by studies of Drosophila ISWI/Acf1 (both subunits
of the ACF remodeling complex) and dCHD1. In vitro,
short-spaced arrays made by dCHD1 exclude H1, whereas
the longer-spaced arrays made by ACF accommodate H1
by increasing the spacing (20). Remodeling of nucleosomal
arrays by dCHD1 is inhibited by H1 (60), potentially ex-
plaining the dominance of ISW1 in the competition with
CHD1. In vivo, loss of ISWI function results in mitotic
chromosome decondensation and displacement of H1 from
chromatin without changing nucleosome spacing (55,61),
although loss of Acf1 does reduce nucleosome spacing in
embryos (62).
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